We enjoy our dress-up days...and we think Ms. Jackson is great!

Playground pals are great: Connor, Brandon, Joseph, Ben, and William.

Playground fun at a pep rally.

"Playground Fun"

Pirates aren't so scary when they're learning map reading skills.

Joseph and Ben show their Cub spirit.

American history gives us a chance to speak out!

Mrs. J-- must be Halloween!

Gerald rounds the corner--way ahead!

Robert, Erin, Jennifer, Sean, and Ashley--this had better be a dress-up day for spirit points!
Elizabeth makes copies in the library.

Chancellor Jenkins, Dr. Greene, and Dean Fehrmann cut the ribbon in the new lab.

How NICE to be MICE (for a day anyway).

Practice is what makes us GREAT!

Davies helps with the decorations.

Emily and her partner make a volcano.

One day Connor will be on the TEAM!
Kindergarten

Lauren Anker
Suzanne Bailey
Emily Bakken
Olivia Bannan
Brandon Basinger
Seth Bish

Sethy Carter
Nora Do
Kate Dubony
Brandy Dow
Holly Duke
Jesse Blue Eben

Molly Jo Elzing
Colin Falmann
Kacee Gerlach
Charles Giacint
Logan Gladney
Lauren Grace

Paul Grosos
Nicholas Harrison
Zack Harvey
Dylan Jans
Connor Johnson
Jervis Johnson

Selby Keen
Matthew Kiparick
Harrison Kleiman
Zack Coplin
Samantha Lierfonte
Claudene Martin

Mary Michael McDuff
Katelyn McFarlan
Connor Miller
Keshia Momphrey
Farhan Murali
Tina Naragh Pour

Ben rigorous
Hannah Patiscal
Hayna Patrick
Down Patrick
Colin Prak
Joseph Prese

Josh Pierre
Emily Perez
Jack Sanchez
Brod Simpson
Alex Smith
Jenifer Thomson

Vladimir Walker
Isabelle Wie
William Wilson
Chantelle Wiemerthik
Thomas Wu

Dean enjoys his birthday—and so do Olivia and Connor.

Mrs. Wilks's class passes the beanbag.

Sherri and Vladimir—do you know what Emily finds so funny?

Kelsey and Hanna are in the writing center.
Kindergarten girls smile for the camera.

Mrs. Willis's kindergarten is dressed as their favorite storybook characters.

Mrs. Willis's kindergarten learns math with blocks and colors.

Mrs. Porrer and her friend love books.

Kindergarten boys love to dress up as army men.

Snack time is a favorite for kindergartners.

SuperCat is everyone's favorite hero.

Setby, Alexis, and Brandon enjoy playing together at recess.

Wearing our pajamas to school is a lot of fun.

Mrs. Willis's class gives Covey their support at the pep rally.

Kindergartners get ready for the day.

Climbing on the jungle gym is the best part of recess.

(Above) Dressing up is so much fun. (Below) Kindergartners cheer at the pep rally.
First Grade

Cherie Kassie
Andrew Sevick
Dillon Alarcon
Evan Anderson
Christian Armstrong
Brandon Barks
Matthew Burland
Nathan Bush
Kelsey Cahalens
Taylor Cahalan
Sarah Caaffe
Taylor Collins
Emily Creed
Amy Crowe
Katie Curt
Laura Farr
Rachel Haddock
Raina Harbour
Amber Hardy
Stephanie Hawkins
Katie Hellegouwer
Farima Ingawa
Dave Jenkins
Hillary Jefferson
Emily Kilpatrick
Victoria Koenig
Maggie Ledoux
Charlie Lytle
Wiley McFarber
Anna Mitchell
Scout Chi
Town Coggin
Kellie Parks
Evan Roach
Gabriel Sambol
Austen Smithill

Carrie Welsch
Sara Whalen
Carolina Whitehouse
Anna Wyg

(Above) First graders are at Magnolia Mound. (Below) First graders like to dress up and play pretend.

Above (L) First graders at work. (Ro) Sarah scripts Clifford. (Below) Nathan and Tawn get an award. (Bottom) Allyson and Tawn sell cub paws.
Mrs. McCastle's Little Cheerleaders are ready for the pep rally.

Mrs. Crutti's book club.

Emily and Andre roll the hoop at Magnolia Mound.

Mrs. Crutti's students are WONDERFUL!

Library time is always fun. We hear such good stories!

We love to learn! And it shows in our smiles.

It was SO nice to have our dads come to visit and share doughnuts with us!

Ms. Runnfellow is our Royal Reader.

Mrs. McCastle's class is attentive and quiet during story time.

Fatima and Socrum at Magnolia Mound.

We have special reading time - and we like to be comfortable, too!

We like to share our books as well as read them.
Second Grade

Tonya Ashworth
Clay Ashworth
Dennis Ashworth
Barrett Barby
Morgan Battise
Austen Bennett

Jason Blocker
Mary Lou Blocker
Catherine Brown
Eva Crow
Michael Copeland
Sydney Davis

Haley Brown
Aubrey Brown
Hunter Burke
Kelly Calabrese
Timothy Geoghegan
Bria Hackett

Cecy Hawkland
Stacy Hawkland
A.J. James
Kenna Jones
Cecily Jones
Samantha Ferrara

Ally Johnson
Candice Johnson
Susie Johnson
Nona Kanter
Beau Kelly
Kely Kermes

Ben Kilpatrick
Jeremy Kravitz
Russell Kupp
David Lamotte
Mackenzie Lane
Robert Lloyd

Michael Mann
Mae McGee
James McManus
Homer Nixson
Natalie Nixson
Clayton Patrick

Jordan Thompson
Gwenyth Vitter
James Vicks
Carney Web

Nicole Peters
Lanley Pierson
Mary Raines
Luanne Sellers
Gregory Sears
Elizabeth Stollard

Jeremy, Genevieve, Tonya, and Bex work with math.
Below: Mrs. Lamothe’s class visits the Bluebonnet swan.

Morgan and Sydney churn butter.
Below: Hunter and Michael work together.
Second Graders. Love to work in groups.

A.J. and Beatty have fun at Pioneer Day.

Stephanie gets help from her big buddy, Katy.

It's story time for the second grade.

(Above) Second Grade washes clothes the old fashioned way. (Below) Mrs. Fowler loves to listen to second graders read.

(Above) Second grade boys are really tough. (Below) Mrs. Wilmont celebrates St. Patrick's day with her buddies.

(Above) Second graders love their Beanie Babies! (Below) Mrs. Lamonte and her class make Easter rabbits.

(Above) Guessing the number of jelly beans is fun to do with friends. (Below) The second grade has some great St. Patrick's day treats.
Third Grade

Brett Appley
Brad Bell
Crystal Belsky
Brice Boren
B.J. Bora
Brandon Bowerman

Brittany Brady
Caroline Chalener
Troy Collins
Whitney Dufresne
Hilary Dunsan
Morgan Duxone

Madeleine Fairman
Elizabeth Freestones
Julian Foster
Ali Furlov
Anna Magoo Garlock
Matt Gitter

Laura Gitter
Austin Gutz
Ryan Hsueh
Katherine Hantuppies
Hilary Irvine
Jason Jefferson

Alice Jenkins
Miracle Johnson
Regina Kleinpeter
Laura Keene
Steven Kuo
Gigi Landry

Emily Lasker
Sarah Ann Maughan
Reagan Mason
Amos Kung-Fu
Garrett Paul
Zachary Olson

Crista Peterson
Allison Poole
Sarah Ellis
Troy Rossi
Jenise Avi
Cherie Schuch

Below: Ms. Eglin helps some cool pirates.

Below: Ashton and Arman are working undercover.

Below: Ms. Shetler's class celebrates Pirate's Day.

Below: Laura, Anna, and Anne chew down!
Ryan, Becca, and Brittany have to "solve the clues" of the Mystery Lagoon.

Arman, Louis, Eric, and Bryson "sail" along.

"Betcha can't blow it up!" says Allen.

What's soft, furry—and has FOUR eyes?"

Jennifer Harris works with the Pirates—Whitney and Bryson.

Third grade field trips are GREAT!

It was great to dress up like different characters during Library Week.

Ms. Sleeter teaches us to read maps.

Don't bother me—I'm FISHIN'!

Anne and Jillian like THIS math!

Mike McRoberts helps Anna with her project.

Bryson, Louis, Anna, and Jillian.
Valentines' Day is a great day to celebrate, and we like to invite our moms!

Projects are best when we work together.

Ms. Speaks means it's MUSIC time!

String can be useful.

Flash cards help us remember quickly!

We decorate our cupcakes creatively—and then Gobble them up!

We keep our classroom clean! (Below L) And we make time to READ.

(Above) We learn to use our hands in math and science. (Below L) We keep our classroom clean! (Below R) And we make time to READ.

(Above) Measuring sure takes a steady hand and a close eye! (Below) But working with art lets us CREATE!
We learn different things about our local grocery store.

Students learn by doing, and it's fun.

My speaking skills are important.

Fifth graders learn our American heritage.

Soldiers are important to freedom.

This is fun, but we'll keep our microwave!

Life in the "old days" was a lot of hard work!

He looks like George Washington!

Bond for Hope is an important project.

This piece of equipment is complicated!

Comparison shopping is important.

So many items to choose from!

The butcher shows us how meat is cut and packed.

We need more "assignments" like this one!

An "authentic" early American!

After this visit, we'll really appreciate electricity.
Stayin' Afloat
Sixth Grade


Amy Anderson
Joseph Ayres
Jack Ayres
Rachel Banken
Patrick Bernhardt
Carrie Bolder

Jennifer Boyd
Cerrie Brooks
Kylie Brown
Nick Brown
Spencer Banks
Taylor Carver

Zachary Custer
Jonathan Curtis
Krisin Curtis
John Daniel
Hall Davis
Dierick Durosseau

John Denton
Brittaney Dyer
Sarah Edmunds
Breanna Evans
Dieric Farber
Trey Eubanks


Andrew Finson
Alyson Garrett
Baig Gani


Jamie Garrett
Jessica Glin
Mark Glin
Christopher Hall
Brian Behrens
Melanie Boulware

Jonathan Holloway
Vanessa Johnson
Rahni Kong
Kira Kelly
Shepherd Kennedy
Sarah Kilpatrick

Ari Kupfer
Anna Lister
Shannon LeBlanc
George Lyles
Mark Macias
Trevor McConnell

Julie Patterson
Katie Patterson
Jamie Peak
Kath Furer
Liliana Pizzar
James Riber

Mark Rahm
Jared Shug
Ryan Sanders
Matthew Sheaugh
James Spruill
Matthew Spruill
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Hi, Lauren!

Andrew concentrates on his project

Mark and Barrett are intrigued by Oenat Cimmoran (below) Sixth graders and Mr. Wilson are enjoying costume day.

Connor calls together his Advisory Class

Sarah enjoys being outside

Jamie takes a break from homework

These sixth graders are hard at work.

At Sadie Hawkins Day

Taking a break between classes
Seventh Grade

7-A: Anwar Johnson, Pres.; Carrie Mather, V. Pres.; Alden Morris, Sec.; Jennifer Oster, Tresus (Back) Row: Reilly, Ray; Keller Bankston, Sgt. at-Arms

Sarah McFarland,Pres.; Matthew Tyler, V. Pres.; Katie Hutchinson, Sec.; Beau Magnani, Tresus (Back) Gretchen Kenos, Ray; David Hill, Sgt. at-Arms

Heather Allen, Chili Allen, Mary Anderson, Cheer Arts, Rachel Atkinson, William Bailey

Keller Bankston, Megan Bell, Darren Buckan, Retina Blunt, Rat Breit, Michael Boyle

Willard Brooks, Eliza Cottrell, Cory Chapman, Katie Cuffin, Averett Cristo, Amber Daniel

Alyssa Delbra, Dazon Elia, Andrea Erving, Chad Esco, James Coughlin, Ryan Sanga

Amber gets ready for the day. Ben and Beau walk to class.

Christina Gonzalez, Katie Harbison

Benjamin Hart, Paul Heintze, David Hill, Katie Hill, Kaye Hutchinson, Alondra Johnson

Gretchen Kenos, Niaom Kirkland, Chandler Kepner, Paul Kope, Ashlyn Krivok, Riley Laskey

Jennifer Lauer, Mary Michael Love, Wisbe Mudge, Stralia Magin, Isaa Magon, Francesca Martino

Joshua Matheny, Carrie Mather, Stephen McEwen, Aiden Morris, Aaob Morgan, Naoki Nura

Jennifer Osteron, Kerry Parr, Jacqueline Purner, Sara Pollock, Elizabeth Redman, Ray Reilly
(Above-R) Boone and Daniel work on the quilt. (Below L-R) We work diligently. David and his buddy enjoy a good book.

(L-shore) On a roll for reading! (below) Darren, Olivia and Dr. Singelmann at the boxball show. (R) Francisco and Megan read with their buddies.

Sometimes we work in groups. (R) Paul cuts the net. (Below-L) Anwar, Stephen, Michael and Corey enjoy the art exhibit at the Memorial Tower.

Leslie Sandora
Brenda Shah
Eliza Laxton
Olivia Singelmann
Brent Stecher
Brent Tchou

Asha Toddler
Cassie Temple
Chloe Tenora
Martha Jane Tyler
Daniel Wisky
Emily Wagenerpeck

Amy Wheeler
Eighth Grade

(Left) Troy Shumb’s ups! (Right) Hall of Famers at Youth Legion

Katie Gaskel
Ellis Hardy

Ryan Harris
Trey Shhum
Brandon Hill
Larsen Hill
Summer Bosch
Justin Hopkins

Kirk Hutchison
Rebecca Johnson
Lee Koehn
Ashley Kimbell
Ashley Koppen
Copper Kraup

Kenneth Krupnad
Lauren Littman
Scott Marmole
Joseph Mengem
James Marneh
Erin Martin

Kayla McFerron
William McNeil
Kristen Meyr
John Mocci
Maggie O’Don
Sarah Olton

Kernil Paly
William Peyer
Elizabeth Peyer
Carla Price
Sam Price
Cyril Kasemah

Margaret Atri
Charles Acord
John Bennett
Kendra Beresley
Katherine Burhant
Lauren Calalitto

Nathen Cloud
Jessica Carleage
Kate Collins
Robert Coen
Meredith Grash
Pamela Hapik

Elise Daniel
Elizabeth Dyer
Lee Eason
Mia Eberle
Amber East
Wendy Earley

Gina Feola
Joseph Fazzolari
Jennifer Feola
Caroline Greene
Jameson Green
Glen Guzik
William, Lauren, Mitchell, and Jasmin are ready to take notes.

Mrs. Thomas makes class interesting - but we STILL have to work!

Neel has to take a make-up test in the hall.

Brittany and Meg - friends AND teammates!

Grace and Sam - future scientists?

Trey and John INTO science!

Meredith wears a lead vest for safety.

Derek and Elizabeth - a "hands-on" experiment.

Instructions are VERY important!

"Sitting up" in the Lab.

Scott and Eliot are VERY careful!

We agree - SCIENCE IS FUN!
M. S. Honors Day

Excellence in Academics

* Indicates Superior Achievement

Sixth Grade:
- Math
- Elise Trappey*
- Steven Wu
- Julie Patten
- Lauren Stewart
- Science
  - Steven Wu*
  - Mark Macnurdo
  - Mark Rahideau
- Danielle duRousseau
- Reading/ Writing Workshop
  - Mark Rahideau*
  - Danielle duRousseau
  - Patrick Ayers
  - Jed Dutton
- Social Studies
  - Lauren Stewart*
  - Lauren Sullivan
  - Elise Trappey
  - Danielle duRousseau
- French
  - Steven Wu*
  - Lauren Stewart
  - Danielle duRousseau
  - Mark Rahideau

Seventh Grade:
- Math
  - Martha Jane Tyler*
  - Anwar Johnson
  - Keller Barkston
  - Kellie Cafflin
  - Algebra I
  - Evan George*
  - Boone Tarleton
- Science
  - Boone Tarleton*
  - Ella Carnabumbeck
  - Evan George
  - Olivia Singelmann
- Reading/ Writing Workshop
  - Elizabeth Wilson*
  - Amanda Exner
  - Elliot Hardy
  - Jessica Cartledge

Eighth Grade:
- Pre-Algebra
- John Bennet*
- Ryan Peters
- Lauryn McDermott
- Geometry
  - Amanda Exner*
- Science
  - Kyle Cazik*
  - Elizabeth Wilson*
  - Amanda Exner
  - Elliot Hardy
  - Jessica Cartledge

Reading/ Writing Workshop
  - Elizabeth Wilson*
  - Amanda Exner
  - Jessica Cartledge
  - Elliot Hardy
  - Grace Meador
- French
  - Elliot Hardy*
  - Erica Martin
  - Amanda Exner
- Spanish
  - Caroline Greene
  - Crystal Rameanzadkh

Outstanding Students

Seventh Grade
- Anwar Johnson
- Anna Katherine Tedelle

Eighth Grade
- Elliot Hardy
- Mia Etcane

May 28, 1999

Good Citizen Awards

Sixth Grade:
- Lauren Stewart
- Danielle duRousseau
- Steven Wu
- Ally Gannill
- Elise Trappey
- Carrie Binder
- Sarah Kilpatrick
- Katie Kelly
- Rachel Bankston
- Katie Patterson
- James Piker
- Ryan Sandes
- Brittany Dier
- Jennifer Boyd
- Laura Sullivan

Seventh Grade:
- Wil Brooks
- Ella Carnabumbeck
- Kelly Cafflin
- Anwar Johnson
- Whitney Magendie
- Francisca Martinez
- Elizabeth Redman
- Ross Reilly
- Katie Teddle
- Keller Bankston
- Megan Bells
- Amber Daniel
- Carrie Mather

Eighth Grade:
- Elliot Hardy
- Mia Etcane
- Jessica Cartledge
- Meredith Cranch
- Elizabeth Dyer
- Lauryn McDermott
- Trey Patty
- Katie Collins
- Sam Hay
- Lee Eaton
- Karen Hill
- William McKnight
- Sarah Olcott
- Amanda Walsh

Choral Music Awards

Sixth Grade: Ari Krupkin and Ally Gannill
Seventh Grade: Garrett Temple and Olivia Singelmann
Eighth Grade: Amanda Walsh and Elliot Hardy

Literary Rally Winner
  - Boone Tarleton

Art Recognition
  - James Piker
  - Amber Daniel
  - Erica Martin

Instrumental Music Awards

Outstanding: Jennifer Boyd, Chad Allen, Trey Patty
Director's Award: Steven Wu and James Spencer
Gretchen Kelso and Evan George
Jonathan Grimes

Middle School Student Council Awards
- William McKnight
- Trey Patty
- Keri Patey
- Prescott Bailey
- Meredith Cranch
- Amanda Exner

Buckle Up a Baby for Tony

Middle School students participated in various fundraisers throughout the year. The funds raised were used to purchase several infant car seats to donate to the Earl K. Long Hospital in memory of Cub Tony Fettiche.
M. S. Above and Beyond

Grace Meador
Respectful Award

Elizabeth Presler and Amanda Exner
Current Events Rally

Ross Reilly
Woodmen of the World Award

Special Recognition

Middle School Art Club
Decorations for Teacher Appreciation Week

Kandice Roth and Daniel Kemp
DARE Essay Winners

Inquirers' Club
Glen Gozisz, Kyle Gozisz, Jacqueline Plumlee,
Winsey Magda, Matthew Carney, Wright
Kennedy, Gretchen Kelso, Derek
Waggenspack

Whitney Magda
State Junior Beta President for 2000

Elise Cambrinke - First Place
“What Freedom Means to Me” Essay

Laurea Stewart and Ryan Sandh
Editorial Cartoon Contest Winners

M. S. Student Council

(1) Steven Wu, Lauren Stewart, Kenyel Titus, Sarah Cifantiti, Danielle Delossoune, Rob
Luchs, Tyler Carver (2) Elizabeth Holmae, Kerri Party, Whitney Magda, Shen
Kelso, Francesca Martinez, Sara Pollock, Prescott Bailey (3) Meredyth Cramb, Amanda
Exner, Elizabeth Presler, Mia Hartman, Amanda Walsh, Laura Hill, Reynolds Brindle,
Richard Willey, Tory Party, William McKnight

Jed, Ms. Hilton, and Ms. Geenllien work on a student council project.

Elise and Danielle paint signs for the Bash.

We're ready for the Burger Bash!

Elise puts the finishing touches.

Crystal, Cara, and the group!
Middle School Art Club

James may be drawing Washington, but he’s not “makin’” money!

Art Club keeps us busy on different projects.

Kyle, Matthew, Gen, and John...

Hmmm. Wonder what they see...

Megan, Katy, and Jovina quilting.

John and Andrew paint.

Jr. Boosters

(L.1) Hanging the Cub sign (R) Goose, Cubs! (below) Sharing a coke and a smile.

(Top) This group shows SPIRIT! (Center) On the field support (Bottom) Always TOGETHER for the Cubs
Middle School Choir

(1) Pat Bernhard, Ari Krupkin, Jonathan Holloway, Zach Cavaler, Taylor Caves, Carter Binder, Sarah Kilpatrick, Britany Dyer (2) Prentice Evans, Anna Lackey, Lilian Piazza, Danielle DuRoussseau, Elise Tripppey, Tessi Edmonds, Amy Anderson, Faith Peters, Shannon LeSage (3) Jamie Guston, Jolie Patten, Rachel Bunkston, Kate Kelly, Katie Patterson, Jamie Peck, Lauren Weaver, Kaylie Brown (4) Kendra Tipton, Ally Gavrin, Janet Thompson, Lauren Stewart

Middle School Band


(1) Rebecca Jolissaint, Lauren Ceballos, Mrs. Aust, Kate Bernhard, Jesica Cordless, Larue Hill, Elise Daniel (2) Ashley Kurmear, Jovina Gray, Caroline Greene, Crystal Ramirez, Amandla Bane, Amanda Walms, Courtney Tawall, Brittany Stech, Mia Ethiopia, Avery Klempeter, Katie Collins, Elizabeth Dyer, Meredith Crouch, Lauren Lifmann, Lissy Ropp, Lauryn McDermott, Suzanne Sparks, Sarah Hooper, Liberty Kaufman (3) Sam Hay, Ryan Peters, Summer Holman, William McNight, Scott Macnair, Loni Marchand, Richard Wylle, Davis Garnmill, Kyle Gask (4) Glen Gask, Elliot Harby, Ryan Harris, Reynolds Bournley, Ben Krogstad

(1) Andrea Ewing, Jacqueline Plummer, Elise Simmons, Gretchen Kie, Henry Anderson, Chad Allen, J.P. Seagull, D'Erica George (2) Preston Bailey, Kyle Digby, Stephen Mclellan, Beau Magness, Chandler Kumpeter, Daniel Vlahko, Norki Meto, Boone Saltton (3) Remus Emery, Ashley Krihov, Francesca Marzoe, Kate Hutchinson, Katie Hill, Paul Hunker, Keller Bunkston, Mason Kittel, Damien Bichman, Ben Harris (4) Ms. West

(1) Jennifer Wilson, Patricia Triape, Megan White, Elise Daniels, Sam Ferretti, Adam Aucott, Jesse McHugh (2) Cody Fauber (3) Michael Carey, Cara Porter, Robert Glass, Neal Wolan, Brian Hill, Robert Edluffy, Colt Hitchcock (4) Grace Minder, Erica Martin, Elizabeth Nieder, Tracy Porter, Glenn Hylie, John Bennett, Elizabeth Wilson (5) Rebecca Grimes, Justin Hopkins,运用 Nopper, Ms. West
Junior Beta Club

Whitney Macaree received congratulations from Nathan for being elected the Junior Beta President for 2000.

Math Counts

Peyton Bailey, Darren Elias, Jessica Carothers, Whitney Maggard, Patricia Dampf, Elizabeth Pender, Amanda Jones, Grace Moskey

Grace, Jessica, Amanda work out the problems while Elizabeth gives advice from behind.

(Above and Below): We enjoy each other and practice!

Hard work pays off - in trophies!

New Mathletes: Ellen Rolly, Francine Martinez, Bear Georg, Shannon Elgin, Conor Rose, Ole Tresper
02: John Smits, Jeff Feller, Sidney Gerschon, Aly Lamont, Jamie Gamin, Frankie Frank, Kellie Clifton, Kelly Evans
03: Sara Trottier, Steve Stephens, Stephanie Van, Emily Hor, Sam Robbins, Mark Mahovoda, Matt Hidinger
04: Zane Kroman, Jordan Stovall, Daren Rollins, Garrett Blount, Tim Grulich, Sam Rolly

(Right Above): Loading up to go to National Convention.
(Right Below): Mrs. Gannon hands out buckets and instructions.
Social Studies Super Stars

Youth Legislature

Hall of Fame: (1) Linsay Rupp, Elizabeth Ponder, Mia Estevez, Amanda Walsh, Kyle Guzik
(2) Trey Patt, Courtesy Taudil, Grace Meador, Elliot Handy

Geography Bee

(1) Darren Elias, Jacqueline Pfannenstiel, Christine Gonzales, Olivia Singelman, Elise Simmons, Evan George, Elizabeth Wilson
(2) Elizabeth Ponder, Grace Meador, Adam Ancein, Reagan White, Meg Asri, Cure Porter, Danielle Durcousseau
(3) Jon Marchant, Stephen Wu, Boone Tarlton, Crystal Ramirezadeh

Current Events Day

Elizabeth Ponder and Amanda Exner

Middle School Football
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At war takes a break to smile for the camera!
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Above: The Cubs are in the ready position. Below: The Cubs hold up at half time.

Above: The Cubs are anxious for kickoff. Below: Captains call heads or tails.
M. S. Boys' Basketball

Seventh Grade Team: 1) Chad Allen, Korey Fitty, Garrett Temple, Hal Boettig, Anaria Johnson 2) Brandy Yarnum, Steven Sorensen, Kaitlin Bauleton, Stephen Mcleer, David Hill, Kyle Digby

Eighth Grade Team: 1) Elliot Hardy, Woody Farber, Stephen Maltese, Garrett Temple, Scott Macmordie, Sam Hoy 2) Trey Potts, Sommer Bohner, Adam Kasson, Robert Schelly, Lee Eaton, Cole Hochstein, MatthewCurley

M. S. Girls' Basketball

Sixth Grade:
1) Aly Guimard, Danielle Busqueaux, Ann Lackie, Jennifer Brand, Lillian Piazza
2) Melanie Henderson, Doreen Fuerber, Jamie Peck, Lauren Weiner, Fruha Peterson

Seventh Grade:
1) Elise Simons, Emily Wagtenmeck, Lisa Follie, Francisco Martone, Katie Wilt, Alden Morris, Ismaely Magill
2) Jenny Lamer, Gretchen Kehoe, Rachel Atkinson, Chandler Krieger, Katy Hutchinson, Martha Tyler, Andrew Farley

Eighth Grade:
1) Patricia Daniel, Jessica Carthage, Reagan White, Erinne Schel, Erica Martin
2) Katherine Burnham, Rebecca Joistart, Elisabeth Fonder, Faith Peters, Cara Porter
Middle School Softball

(1) Erica Martin, Suzanne Speaks, Whitney Magendie, Crystal Ramezanadeh, Gretchen Keitsch, Emily Waggerspack
(2) Alen Moreau, Rachel Akesson, Jennifer Overtox, Katie Teddle, Jenny Lanier, Emily Morton

This was our first year for a middle school girls' softball team. With the guidance of Coach Roy Hill, the girls worked hard, learned a lot, and had fun. They learned to catch fly balls, field grounders, hit line drives, run the bases, and everything else needed to play a mean game of softball.

As they improved throughout the year, they began winning more and more games until their first season went into the record books as a winning one.

One player said, "I had so much fun playing ball this year. I can't wait to play again next year!"

---

Eighth Grade Retreat

Dr. Fabre's group - the van to Natchloches!

Retreats are always fun, but it's great to learn about the past, too!

Spear throwing made easy... NOT

And this part of the country was...

Okay, you guys! Buck those shirts on!

If we crash, everybody's face shows.
Burger Bash

Taking a break from school is fun!
Middle school girls paint signs.
Frisbee throw takes great concentration.

Preparation takes tons of hard work.
Robert points in the right direction.
Katie is blindfolded for the game.
Middle school girls are all together.

Playmakers

(Front) Crystal Ramazanizadeh and Brittany Smith
(Back) Faith Peers and Matthew Cemery

Playmakers offered classes throughout the year to kindergarten-eighth grade students. Kindergarten-first graders enjoyed creative storytelling and movement exercises. Second-fifth graders focused on the basic elements of acting: focus, improvisation, and characterization. The sixth-eighth graders learned the basic elements of acting and applied them in monologue and scene work. David Clayton instructed the fall sessions, and Stephen Thomas directed the spring sessions. The Lab School would like to thank Playmakers for many wonderful and creative acting experiences.

Fall 1999 Participants:
Grades K-1
Jessa Evans
Zachary Koplin
Kathryn McKenna
Devin Potter
Evan Recker
Jade Sanchez
Candice Tmon

Grades 2-3
Chad Fedio
Maynard Buitke
Crisita Hostetler
Layla Confer
Jordan Crunch
Whitney Dunham
Elizabeth Firebols
Colin George
Liam Gilliat
Maddie Johnson
Molly Kennedy
Amber Lieb
Michael Mann
Mekal PETERS
Lindsey Raines
Chloe Sands
Gregory Show

Grades 6-8
Matthew Carney
Priscilla Evans
Faith Peers
Crystal Ramazanizadeh
Roni Kanok
Brittany Stahl

Spring 1999 Participants:
Grades K-1
Sara Cerdo
Anna Fern
Zachary Koplin
Molly McLean
Reagan Merritt
Evan Reid
Candice Tmon

Grades 2-3
Chad Fedio
Maynard Buitke
Colin George
Lauren Gilliat
Tom Ross
Chloe Sands
Gregory Show
Avery Williams
Travis Williams

Grades 6-8
Matthew Carney
Crystal Ramazanizadeh
Ivan Smith
Amelia Walsh

Good actresses and actors learn the art of IMPROVISATION!

Movement exercises are important in learning to work together.
Olivia - did you do ALL your homework?

Prescott, Patricia, Darren, and Whitney - they've gotta figure it out on their own!

Looks like the breakfast of champions to me!

Next year I want a TOP locker!

I knew I left it in here somewhere!

This paper is gonna get me an A! Feel it!

One of our charitable projects is a bowl-a-thon.

Takin' the Plunge
Freshmen

Katherine and Emmita, who is that standing next to you?


Morgan Allan Mark Alvarez Kate Anderson Andrew Baer Robert Bailey Dale Benedict

Budden Edmonds Josh Evans Murphy Foster Darrell Fulton Carlos Guarro Koni Ganzer

Ty Ganoon Kim Goggles Catherine Hall Drew Harmon Todd Hebert Kyra Hendrickson

James Bennett Austin Benson Clay Benton Nicole Bickham Allison Brackman James Brown

Kelly Hill Louise Hines Micah Inoue Michael Jack Allyson Jefferson Irene Johns

Allan Butler Ben Cassidy Jennifer Cavalier Matthew Chambers Natalie Chapman Sarah Collins

Charles Johnson Christopher Jones Hayg Kahao Carri Keho Allen Klempeter Megan Kyzor
Sophomores

Lindsey and Amy are posing off on the job.


Ben Agnew  Margaret Beadle  Melissa Blackledge  Wilica Blount  Katy Boren  Elizabeth Brooks

Mike Falcon  Craig Fisher  Charlotte Guinn  Jordan Grace  Solveig Greene  Kris Geusewalt

Mercedes Guillot  Ron Gottmuller  Drew Hall  Sarah Harrison  Christopher Howland  Curtis Herrman

Garcy Holloway  Olamide Ileclare  Renhauna Jackson  Lorena Johnson  Amy Jones  Courtney Kelly

Artie Brown  Amy Byrd  Kristen Chapman  Ashley Chavis  Luke Collins  Emily Collins

Bill Kertland  Courtney Klinepeter  Adam Klinepeter  Lindsey Kobetz  Kate Kunsler  Jeff Kyzer

Evan Conner  Kyle Cox  Rebecca Davis  Thomas Davis  Barbara Doullat  John Dooner

Ben Lestner  Dave Lefcure  Thomas Lovin  John Lu  Jake Marnish  Michael Matthews
Juniors

Beaul practices a page layout.

Junior Class Officers: (Seated) Kelly Richardson, Pres.; Robert Herron, Jr., Sec.; (Standing) Jessica Bence, Rep.; Erin Smith, Rep.; & Alana Steele, Rep.; Elizabeth Bolding, Rep.;

Houston Ernst  Sara Exner  Amy Gannon  Maxwell Hamilton  Erna Harding  Alaz Hargrave

Jennifer Harris  Kristine Hawkins  Ashley Hayes  Landon Haynes  Robert Herron  Carter Hill

Daniel Hill  Courtney Higgs  Oliver James  Steven Jermy  Emily Jeffson  Nillian Lattice

Travis Landry  Jocie Macinudo  Lianne Meiners  Kelcy Miller  Miracle Myers  Brian Osweat

Tommy Overton  Jason Powulski  Sally Richardson  Adam Rives  Wesley Robert  Sage Roberts

Patrick Ahadic  Alana Atkins  Chris Baer  Ben Barkston  Jessica Bente  Craig Bevis

Bradley Bechok  Elizabeth Bolding  Kelly Brackman  James Buchanan  Jonathan Burbank  Amelia Carter

Lindsey Chatten  Alan Cuffier  Cody Copponex  Susan Dobeny  Ben Dowsing  Kyle Dunn
Sally takes cowboy stuff too seriously.

Bradley and Hampton do the movies.

Juniors ARE
Class of 2000

"Cow" people, Blake and Lindsey.

This says it all.

Christine and Sara in class.

Juniors plan their strategy to win spirit points.

Jessica, Sage, and Erin work the Hi-Y booth.
(Above left) Kate is such a little angel!
(Above center) Casey is real cowgirl.
(Above right) Say cheese, Dr. Camburn!

(Above) Hello Tommy! (Below) Ben and Carter say “Whoo, Konasah!”
(Above) Emma, are you sure that’s Ms. P? (Below) What cute little babies!
(Above) Michael is the Poem. (Below) Cool!

Makin’ a Splash
Spaghetti Supper

Left: Mrs. Berton and John inspect the T-shirts. Above: Nathan chills with the girls. Right: Smile, Rebecca and Katherine

Chayson and Noel are up to something.

Spirits Steppers serve.

Above: Dr. Cambon turns on the charm. Above Right: Mrs. Bowater and Mr. Speaks collect the money. Far Right: Guys up for the pep rally. Right: Lausie delivers service with a smile.

Homecoming Has Pep

Left: Hold that pose, Danielle and Kelly. Above: Lausie, Ashley and Noel shake it.

Students wait to hear the name of the homecoming queen.

Courtney and Kelly—Sisters 4-ever!

Stand for the Alma Mater.

Dr. Grecco presents the lovely Homecoming Court.
Homecoming Court

Queen Corey Kilgore center stands with her court and their parents during the halftime ceremonies. Court members from left to right, Elizabeth Brooks, Robyn Bussier, Rebecca Schelly, Corey Kilgore, Etna DiGiglio, Marnfi Knowbridge, and Rebecca Strothers.

September 18, 1998

1997 Homecoming Queen Annie Gulley crowns Corey.
The Wizard of Oz

(L) Laisha and Denec smile big (R) Justin and Ashley dance' and post (B) Noel and Kevin: TALGO (C) Scott and Joel: too cute (R) Mackenzie and Hamptoon for the family album.

Smile: Andrew: You're with Sarah. (B) Biz is smilin'...so, cheer up, Kevin!

Top: The Class of 1999 Center: Casey, Meghan, and Elliott Bottom: Freshmen take a break and pose together.
Sadie Hawkins Fair

Elizabeth says, "Bang, bang!"

Kelly paints faces for Art Club.

Too bad, Troy! Josh has your nose.

Caroline's gun is jammed!

You are setting yourself up for a fall, Mr. Debraux.

Aww, how sweet.

Dora, what in the heck is a punt?

Don't mess with the Janes.

Smile, Nicole and Katherine!

Emm makes face painting a real art.

Connor's all WRAPPED up.

Ride 'em, Cowboy!

I hear wedding bells!
Sadie Hawkins Dance

Sophomore girls show their smiles.

Lindsey and Beau—how cute!

Ashley, Kelly, and Elizabeth—bee-u-ti-ful!

Seniors say, "Yeehaw!"

Rebecca and Ashley—friends forever.

Laisha, Nicole, Rochelle, Perris, and Kia share a special friendship.

Freshmen girls unite.

Cody gives Jennifer a cowboy's hat.

Lindsey and Courtney feel the beat.

Freshmen have a blast at their first Sadie Hawkins.

Cole is one lucky guy.

Eris and Damien take a break to smile for the camera.
Winter Formal Court

Queen Erin DiGiglio and King Sean Leffert

Juniors: T.W. Withers and Erin Sandich, Elizabeth Bollinger and Brian Dwight

Sophomores: Babs LeClerc and Courtney Kelly, Sarah Harrison and Olivia Bedare

Seniors: Anna Boole and Chris Brooks, Erin Dringenstein and Sean LeBocc, Elliott Crewe, and Bear Benton, Rebecia Schelley and Kevin Wright, Leah Robey and Mark Mitchell

Freshmen: Nathan Schneider and Mackenzie West, Catherine Hall, and Mark Alvarez

The 1990 Winter Formal Court
Winter Formal 1999

(Above) Seniors swing with style.
(Below) Sophomores show their stuff.

(Above) Juniors jamm.ing.
(Below) Freshmen frenzied faces forever!

University High School
Never Never Land 1999
Homegoing

Robby and Elizabeth with KINGHANK!

Jessie and Barbara in their Foster Grants. Houston needs this!

Beau and Erin are havin' fun.

Elizabeth and Sarah - Sunshine Smiles!

Sven and Amy are glad to be here!

(Above) Ryan and Sarah - good friends! (Below left) Elizabeth, Kelly, Kevin, Noel, and Betsy - All right, Key!

(Above) Rebecca, Emily, and Emily (Below center) Ben Doe and Hey: are in the party mood. (Below right) Drew and Nikki - lookin' good!

And the beat goes on - and on - and on...

EmiLy, Kelly, Noel, Benzy, and Lindsey - MIGHTY seniors!

Brady and his buddy Bradley in their Shinyser shirts!
Spirit Day

Class competition brings out class spirit! Whether it's the Orange Pass, the Tug-of-War or Volleyball, we hang together.

Games ranged from the Penny Drop to the Orange Pass and of course, the Tug-of-War where the seniors dominated.

Competition was fierce, but the seniors dominated the event and took the gold, giving the other classes something to work for.

The sophomores, with one Spirit Day already under their belt, gave the juniors a run for their money. The seniors grouped together and enjoyed their last Spirit Day, while the freshmen got a taste of the action.
Ridin' the Waves
Football

(Sitting): Nathan Schneider, Mark Soppe, Morgan Alten, Andrew Bazz, Jane Warren, Damien Van Dam (Kneeling): Brandon Harris, Joel Rahn, Rebecca Siefker, Katherine Mathews, John Parker, Michael Victorian, Jamil Jack, Josh Johnson, Ryan McNeiell, John Doebel, Larry Sleater, Fran Mathews, Josh Evans, Corey Kilgore, Catherine Flach, Ron Woodfill (Row 3): Dennis Losito, Mark Alvarez, Justin Langlois, Martin Seriff, Blake Sata Carter, Bill Elliott, Ben Bickel, Josh Langlois, Landon Hayden, Ahmad Harris, Bobby Sauer, Kori Garner, Loos, Norris Beacock, Wayne Williams, Chris Bockes, Jake Collins, Justin Smith, Scott Tyler, Thomas Losito, Michael Tipper, Rob Cooper, Nathan Valenti, Daniel Falco, Hyv. Kubts, Nick, Brian, Jordan Grace, Burke Brossard

(Above): Coach Williams warns "en up for a game.

(Below): Nathan calls the play in the huddle.

(Above): Nathan and the cheerleaders dance to "Barbara Ann.

(Below): Carter causes a fumble.

(Top) "The Knight can't touch the Cub!

(Center) "Cub's are tough, lookers.

(Bottom) "Nathan and Ahmad take it down the field.

(Top) "Just shows Cub spirit at the pep rally.

(Center) "Ahmad is too fast for Episcopal.

(Bottom) "We're ready, too, Coach!"
Ahmad carries the ball WAAAA down the field.

Nathan drops back to make a long pass.

Evan, Michael, and Kevin take a breather.

Senior Nathan, Josh, Justin, Ahmad, Sean, Nick, Chris, and Kevin.

Landon comes in to protect Nathan's pass.

Nathan and Ahmad--leaders and captains!

Above and below: The offense hangs in to score!

Above: Coach Lomo's pep talk. Below: Corey and Jerry.

Below: Don't let 'em get through our line!
J. V. Football

Coach Williams watches closely. He wants to send in the RIGHT play!

(Above) Covey keeps the cooler ready to go!
(Below) Cubs tangle with their opponents on the field.

(Sources: (1) Evan Mathews, Nathan Schneider, Jovin Smith, Morgan Alleva, Latty Seldes, Elliot Temple, Travis Lindley, Thomas Lorio. (2) John Parker, Joshua Johnson, Danen Vanderpool, Michael Tippins, Hayes Kahn, Jamie Warren, Lasse Collins. (3) Raymond Jernst, Kori Gourley, Adam Keene, Marit Settler, Ryan McInrath. Mark Alvarez, John Douhert, Jordan Groce. (4) Gehry Insomniac, Michael Victorin, Darrell Fulton, Robert Yates, Stuart Tyler, Mark Shapleigh, Carter Hill, Jon Evans, Michael Jacks.)

Sponsors

1998-1999 Sponsors (L-R): Covy Kelgore, Catherine Ploysch, Rebecca Schuyler, and Katherine Mathews. (Above) Katherine and Covey are working hard. (Below Left) Catherine and Covey have got the Calonde. (Below Center) Cuddle Up! (Below Right) Big Hugs.

(Above Left) Look at those baby blues and pretty whites! (Above Right) Joe! and the girls get rewarded at the Homecoming pep rally!
Cheerleaders

(Top) (L) Kelly does a basket toss. (C) Working with little Cubs
(R) Danielle cues the crowd.

Below Emily Jeffinon, Ashley Hayes, Lindsay Thomas, Eun Smith, Kelly Braccman
(2) Sarah Harrison, Danielle Honeycutt, Jennifer Griffith, Rebyn Bossier, Courtney Kelly

(Center left) Kelly has the cue (Below) (Left) One tough balancing act! (Center) High kicks
for the Cubs (Right) Pep rallies are more fun with lots of little Cubs!

Spirit Steppers

(Front) Elisabeth Breitha, Amy Boyd, Ashley Peritch, Clayton Kelinhor, Lindsay Ecker, Betty Monte, Lindsey
Chudnof, Nick Moreno (Back) Josie Maccombe, Miranda Myers, Antonia Pizzol, Courtesy Kleinhor

We work hard in the stands or on stage. We've got the spirit and the rhythm!

(Above) We'll miss our seniors - Antoine, Brax, Nick, Clayton and Ashley.
(Below) Watchin' for the court - and then we perform!

All of us - and Mrs. Kleinhor and Ms. Pender.
Flag Team

1988-1990 UHS Flag Team: (front) Lindsay Newsom, Erica Martin, Michiko Inoue (back) Jessica Puffer, Kristen Hendrickson, Emmita Lyford, Kim Graghah

J.V. Cheerleaders

(1) Nicole Bickham, Alen Kleinman, Mimi Deheseone, Mackenzie West, Louise Hines (2) Katherine Cred. Casey Holloway, Dee Dee Shaub

Casey Holloway shows her stuff.

Enmita and Kim ponder about flags.

The girls take a break.

J.V. Cheerleaders perform at the Homecoming Pep Rally.

The J.V. Cheerleaders help little Cubs.

Left: Katheryn and Nicole make locker stickers.
Above: Catherine and Alen color stickers.
Swim Team

(Left) Ashley, Rebecca, and Elizabeth take a rest between events. (Center) Jay poses with the ladies! (Below) Machto Min!

(J.V. Volleyball

Big smiles before the game.

(Above Left) Lizanne smiles before a serve. (Above Center) Willica and Malissa are excited over their win. (Below) The girls take a break.

Just put on a happy face...

(Above) Elizabeth says, "Listen to me!" (Below) Get in ready position!
Volleyball

(Above Left) Charlotte feels up for the game. (Above Right) Mandi prepares the net. (Below) The team is in ready position.

(Above) It's time for a team huddle. (Below) Erin always has a smile no matter how hard the competition. (Right) Erin gets a big hug after a great game.

(Above) Elizabeth stretches while the team warms up. (Below) Seniors bring a little experience to the game.
Boys' Basketball


And Ahmad takes AIM!

Jonathan's jump shot - SWOOSH!

Edward guards his man closely - watch out that you don't foul!

Takin' warm-up shots before the game; Kevin and Sean wait to rebound.

Gettin' ready.

Jesse's a Cub on the prowl.

Jonathan fights for the rebound.

Ahmad comes out onto the court - and he looks READY!
Kneeling: Kori Garner, Max Hamilton, Martin Schell, Robby Scoggins, T. W. Withers
Standing: LSU Assistant, Larry Scelina (Mgr.), Clay Benton, Alcornos Scigalos, Tanner Marty, Ily Tarsil, Curtis Homan (Mgr.),
LSU Assistant

(Front Row) E. Wersilla, A. Mathews, L. McDermott, B. Stub (Back Row) Coach Brand,
C. Hall, K. Hill, K. Porter, C. Gammill, L. Baker, Jossie Macnair

First we gotta have a plan.

Beau gets ready to rack up some points.

Between quarters we plan strategy.

Don't miss it, Kari.

Put a move on them.

Jossie guards closely.

Anna's waiting.

Kelly is ready to rebound.

Suzanne is waiting for the pass.
Boys' Soccer

Craig is on top of things - he's in control of the ball!

Hal sweeps it away!

(Above) Kos [takes aim and gets ready to power the ball] downfield. (Below) Kevin can outrun this guy!

(Above) Kevin maintains control while John keeps a watchful eye.
(Below) Richard plays an intense game.

Austin boots it way down the field to our guy waiting.

Chris races down the field, chasing the ball.

Hal throws the ball into play.

Michael is in the thick of the action!

Kevin battles with his opponent.
Girls' Soccer

Ava
tin gives the ball a kick down the field.

The Cabs hustle down the field.

Michael has control.

Austin is on his toes.

Justin goes for a long kick.

Austin takes the ball and goes down the field, he scores with style!

Courtney looks to the side for a play call.

Teams camaraderie is part of the fun of playing.

J.V. Team

Sage Roberts makes a recovery and gets back up!

Kelsey Hardy, goalie, is being introduced at the game.

The team makes a major SWEEP down the field.

Courtney runs down to set up for a goal.

Meghan McCalla - glad to be back!

Courtney Kelly comes down the field in top form!

The girls applaud for each other as they're introduced.
Baseball

Hey batter, batter, batter... swing!

Ryan has his game face on.

Beau waits for his pitch.

Hey, Beau!!

Jerry smiles with Beau.

Jerry waits to pick off the Episcopal Knight.

Beau delivers a strike.

(Above) Nathan finishes a hard game. (Below) Ryan winds up for the pitch.

(Above) Ryan shows his skills. (Below) Mark sets up for a play at home.

(Above) Emma... What pitch should I throw? (Below) Swing and a miss!
J. V. Baseball

Playing the outfield and waiting for a fly...

Batter up! Throw me something to swing at!

Our pitcher's so good that they'll NEVER hit it out here!

And the catcher won't let 'em steal!

(1) Jake Mansh, Michael Mahews, Chris Jones, Josh Evans, Nathan Schneider, Olamide Hedare (2) Jeff Kyzer, Jonathan Moon, Martin Setifli, Drew Hall, Pat Abuie, Mark Alvarez, Dave Lejeune (3) Coach Bureau

Softball

Brittany throws the ball home.

Carra is ready to make the catch.

Sally gets a grounder.

Chitra has her glove ready.

Batter Up!!

Jennifer goes for the ball.

Good catch, Jenn for!

Way to go catcher!
Boys' Cross Country

(R) Argynos comes into the home stretch.

Girls' Cross Country

(R) Covy captures the finish line. (R) Adam rounds the corner.

Boys' Cross Country Team Members:
- Front: Mr. L., Joel Rubins, John Lyford, Gerald Asay, and Adam Peyos.
- Back: Covy Huchson, Argynos Saccopdes, Wright Kennedy, and Jeremy Dutton.

(R) Joel, John, and Gerald with Coach Lyle Smith and a "Mom" supporter.

(1) Mrs. J. Coach: Elizabeth Bellinger, Captain; Sara Scaleck, Demon Fischer, Elise Daniel, Kay Hutchison (2) Anna Lacey, Michelle House, Kimberly Geaghan

Above: Hanging out with "The Cub"!
Below: (L) Denton passes her! (C) We're ready!
(R) Elizabeth is a great captain.

Relaxin' together after a meet.

Bananas - for energy. Michelle, Denton, Anita, and Katy.
Girls' Track

Kristin's passed one and she's ready to pass another!

You gotta fly like the wind to be a Cub!

She's comin' round the bend - and IN FIRST PLACE!

Coach waits for the results of the meet.

The broad jump is NOT as easy as it looks!

Boys' Track

Edward goes UP and OVER!

The Cubs take the hurdles in stride and keep on running!

Tennis

John logs it back to his opponent.

Coach Collier advises the team.

[Images of tennis players and scenes]

Golf

[Images of golfers and scenes]

Kevin Wright, Paul Hessele, Nooki Mura, Michael Boyles, Drew Hall, 2, Stan
Tyler, Chris Smith, Michael Gillis, Justin Persizz, Robert Herman, Jonathan Burbank

Justin takes a few practice puts.

[Images of golfers playing and practicing]

(Above) L: Stuart swings, C: Robin follows through R: Stuart and Chris relax. (Below) L: Those gentlemen are SMEAR. C: Joe's four-iron R: Which one is mine?
Gerald leads the pack for Cross Country.

Joel rounds the bend ahead of the competition!

We get tough on the field.

Bobbi's ready to go off.

John covers his man. Cross Country takes stamina!

Kick it WATt's there?

Run for the HOME TEAM.

Kelly and Erin - a tough combination on the volleyball court!

Softball SCORES with Cakes!

Surfin' the USA
Key Club

Hi-Y

Elizabeth in New Orleans - the St. Anna’s Outreach Program

(Right) Youth Leg: Roshaunda, Mirielle, Sage, Joel, Sally, Lindi...

This year seven University Hgt students spent three days of fun and debate at the capital. We also call this event Youth Leg. Two students, Sage Roberts and Joel Robin, served as Committee Chairmen. Miracle Myles was on the Governor's Cabinet, and Sally Richardson was the Floor leader. Sally was subsequently the Governor for the year 2000 Youth Leg conference.
Student Council . . .

Executive Officers: Justin Langholt, President; Ashley Hayes, Vice President; Covay Kilgore, Secretary; Kevin Hebert, Parliamentarian.

Making Your World Go Round

Art Club

Elizabeth, Jessica, and Ashley - at the Goalston...
French Club

Monseur Rochefort Drakes with French students about his homeland, La Cote d'Ivoire.

Spanish Club

Spanish Club members enjoy a Mexican Fiesta.

French Club


Spanish Club

Spanish Club members enjoy their initiation dinner at Ann's Restaurant. French Club adopted a family for Christmas, and had a Clean dancing season.
The Cub Staff

Caroline plans a layout.

Brian works on the yearbook ladder.

Sally crops the picture to fit the page.

Lauren and Barbara work on a double page spread.

Collage Staff

(Often With, Derek Vandeput, Donna Kolle, Stuart Pender, Z.Ross Guarnacci, Carly Wagenspack, Joel Rubin, Emily Gonde, Catherine Barton, Lisa Wagenspack, Ms. Richard (Sponsor), Mr. Mecina (Sponsor), Richard Mong)

Sally helps Brian edit a student submission.

(Below) Adam and Does check grammar.

Our association with Collage and the student writers and publishers has been inspiring. The senior editors of the publications took charge and worked so well together that the organization required little sponsorship.

"Now, That's Student-Created Education!"

Kathleen Richard and Shannon Mecina

Derek is good-he can think on his feet!
National Honor Society

Mu Alpha Theta and Quiz Bowl

Daniel Attersee, Doug Moreau addresses the OSI.

Max is proud to be inducted.

Sage is her mother's pride and joy.

Bree explains the significance of service.

Emily and her parents enjoy the banquet.

1998-1999 Quiz Bowl Team

Ron Gutmark    Stuart Peterson
Max Hamilton   Joel Robin
Dona Kele      Derek Vanderpool
Michael Mong   Adam With
Band

Ms. West directs the band in a new number for the Homecoming pep rally.

Keepin' time for the cheerleaders.

(Above L): Fans do 'the wave' while the band plays for spirit.
R: Big Brass section.
(Lef): The clarinets make sweet music.

(Above): Adam leads the drums corp, R: Edward and the saxophone group.
Right: The band keeps the beat for a pep rally in the gym.
Choir


Choraliers: (1) Ashley Chavis, Katy Kuykendall, Christie Thomas, Keirin Hawkins, Erin Harding, Lorena Johnson (2) Sally Richardson, Sage Roberts, Lauren Blackman, Kelley Miller, Akshat Huang (3) Charlotte Gammill, Sara Exeter, Barbara Doherty, Lindsey Kubets, Ms. Hallman

Concert Choir puts a lot of hard work into their singing.
The Pirates of Penzance

The maidens take a break from their busy schedules.

Elliott, Brian, Michael, and Chris take a break.

Elienne prepares for the play.

Pirate Carter gives us his best pirate smile.

Captain Hook (a.k.a. Clayman)

Principals: A.D., Z. Mark, (B) Derek and Lauren, Jed get into their characters.

Swordsmen Nathan and Derek prepare for their roles.

The Choraliers make a great bunch of policemen.

Warning up our voices is important before our debut.

The fearsome Pirates of Penzance turn to watch their enemy.

The maidens put on their makeup for the show.
Above and Beyond

Catherine Harris, Adam Winth, Betsy Morton, Derek Vanderpool, Joel Rubin, and John Lyford - National Merit Semi- finalists.

Bess Benner and Latisa Nison were named Our Lady of the Lake Spotsnake Top Scholar Athletes.

Parent Appreciation

Ms. Peabody and Mrs. Bankston share.

Moms are the BEST!

Moms are INTERESTED in our work.

Kris Baldwin - Nat'l Achievement Program Semi-finalist

Ferris Peters signed with Alabama's Crimson Tide Basketball team - full scholarship.

Kris Grunewald (not pictured) was chosen as one of the top six finalists in the state for the L.A.E.A.L.ar "Art is ..." billboard contest. Dora (left) also won first place at the Kiwanis Art Show, Best Show at District Rally, and several other art awards.

Dora Kelley - Louisiana's National Art Honor Society - Student of the Year.

Sally Richardson (not pictured) was elected as YMCA Governor for the 1999-2000 Youth Legislature Conference.

Mrs. Redman, Mrs. Stewart, Mrs. Tottora.

We couldn't make Spaghetti Supper a success without our parents.

Mr. Fahrmann visits with a dad

And our parents come to all our Open Houses... Thank you so much!
Literary Rally

District Rally Participants

Melissa Blackledge  Advanced Math
Roshaunda Jackson  Advanced Math
Evan George  Algebra I
Boone Tarlton  Algebra I
Amanda Tripp  Algebra II
Marie-Andre Gourde  Algebra II
Maxwell Hamilton  American History
Evelyn Rich  American History
Catherine Daniel  Art Exhibits
Dora Kelso  Biology I
Josh Johnson  Biology I
Felipe Martinez  Calculus
Leah Robey  Calculus
Catherine Parker  Chemistry
Ron Gutfark  Chemistry
John L  Chemistry
Artie Brown  English I
Emmit Lyford  English I
Clay Brown  English I
Argiro Saccopas  English II
Courtney Kleinpreier  English II
Sara Exner  English III
Kristine Hawkins  English III

*Denotes State Rally Participant

Josh Johnson  Advanced Math
Margaret Beadle  Advanced Math
Boone Tarlton  American History
Dora Kelso  Art Exhibits
Josh Johnson  Biology I
Ron Gutfark  Chemistry
Emmit Lyford  English I
Argiro Saccopas  English II
Sara Exner  English III
Joel Robins  English IV
Allison Brackman  Spanish II
Margaret Beadle  Spanish III
Jonathan Kendrick  Trigonometry
John Parker  World Geography
Kim Goughan  World Geography
Derek Vanderpool  World Geography
Elizabeth Rate  World History

State Rally Winners!

Josh Johnson  Division III, Biology I, 5th
Margaret Beadle  Division III, Spanish III, 3rd
Derek Vanderpool  Division III, World History, 1st

District Rally Winners

*Denotes State Rally Participant

John Lyford  English IV
Joel Robins  English IV
Dirk Bredice  French I
Michele Grove  French II
Danielle Valetta  French II
Laurel Nicholson  French III
Meredith Guilford  Geometry
JohnDoyle  Physics
Caroline Putsan  Physics
Catherine Pletcher  Calculus
Crystal Ramezanzadeh  Calculus
Marty Tanner  Spanish I
Murphy Foster  Spanish II
Allison Breckman  Spanish II
Margaret Beadle  Spanish II
Michael Tipton  Spanish III
Adam Pryor  Spanish III
Jonathan Kendrick  Spanish III
John Parker  World Geography
Kim Goughan  World Geography
Derek Vanderpool  World Geography
Elizabeth Rate  World History

Chartin’
Our Course
Literary Rally

District Rally Participants

Melissa Blackledge
Rosshunda Jackson
Exon George
Stoic Tarlton
Amanda Trowbridge
Mara-Anne Gourd
Maxwell Hamilton
Sally Richardson
Catherine Daniels
Dora Kelle
Josh Johnson
Felipe Martinez
Leah Roby
Catherine Parker
Ron Gutzman
John Le
Arie Brown
Emmitt Lyford
Clay Bemon
Argyro Saccopoulos
Courtney Kleinpeter
Sara Exner
Kristie Hawkins

Advanced Math
Algebra I
Algebra I
Algebra II
Algebra II
American History
American History
Art Exhibit
Biology I
Biology I
Calculus
Calculus
Chemistry
Chemistry
Civics
English I
English I
English I
English I
English III
English III
English IV
English IV

John Lyford
Joel Rubino
Dark Benefict
Michio Irobe
Francisco Trappay
Lauren Schenston
McCreesh Guilhot
John Doubat
Caroline Pittman
Catherine Pittman
Crystal Ramezanosik
Marty Tamer
Murphy Foster
Allison Brackman
Margaret Beadle
Michael Tipton
Adam Pryor
Jonathan Kendrick
John Parker
Kira Geoghan
Derek Vanderpool
Elizabeth Toon

English IV
English IV
French I
French I
French I
French I
French II
French II
French III
French III
Geography
Physics
Physics
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish I
Spanish II
Spanish II
Spanish II
Spanish III
Spanish III
Trigonometry
Trigonometry
Trigonometry
World Geography
World Geography
World Geography
World History

District Rally Winners

*Denotes State Rally Participant

Melissa Blackledge
Rosshunda Jackson
Bonne Tarlton
Maxwell Hamilton
Dora Kelle
Josh Johnson
Ron Gutzman
Emmitt Lyford
Argyro Saccopoulos
Sara Exner
*Joel Rubino
*Allison Brackman
*Margaret Beadle
*Jonathan Kendrick
*John Parker
*Kira Geoghan
*Derek Vanderpool

Advanced Math
Algebra I
American History
Art Exhibit
Biology I
Chemistry
English I
English II
English II
English I
English IV
English II
Spanish I
Spanish II
Spanish III
Trigonometry
World Geography
World Geography
World Geography

State Rally Winners

Josh Johnson
Margaret Beadle
Derek Vanderpool

Division III, Biology I, 5th
Division III, Spanish III, 5th
Division III, World History, 1st

Chartin' Our Course
Senior Specials

Justin Langlois and Covey Kilgore

Joel Rubin and Robyn Bossier

Ross Zietz and Rebecca Scheffy

Derek Vanderpool and Emily Olindo

Sean LeBeouf and Nicole Alexander

Bean Benton and Erin D'Elia

Nathan Meiners and Clayton Kleinpeter
Class Officers
Joel Rubin, President
Nicole Alexander, Vice President
Kelly Whiteknacht, Secretary-Treasurer
Ross Zietz, Representative
Noel Moreau, Representative
Leah Robert, Representative
Beau Benton, Representative

Thirteen-Year Seniors
(Kneeling) Amanda Libbers, Meghan McCulla, Covey Kilgore, and Ashley Freiberg (Seated) Anna Boren, Kelly Whiteknacht, Emily Olinde, Elizabeth Eaton, Katherine Mathews, Robyn Bossier, Noel Moreau, Catherine Harris, Elizabeth Whiteknacht, Ferris Peters (Standing) Stuart Ponder, Hank Jenne, Mark Mitchell, Nathan Meiners, Beau Benton, Michael Gillis, Bryan Lacy, Justin Lemoine, Joel Rubin. (Not pictured: Jesse McCormick)

Cub Awards
(Front) Joel Rubin and Dona Kelly (Back) Brian Waggener, Derek Vanderpool, Catherine Plescio, Beau Benton, John Lyford
These students are selected by a faculty vote. They must demonstrate excellence in the classroom, positive contributions in our school community, outstanding leadership skills, and strong moral character. These are the best of the class of 1999.

Congratulations to the Senior Class of 1999
We wish you the best of luck in all your endeavors.

Mrs. McGehee, Mrs. Young and the Yearbook Staff

Senior Ads

Congratulations, Randy Libbers:
We love you and are proud of you. You'll do well!
Mom and Dad, Paul and Elise

Joel:
"You have taken your first step into a larger world."
-Bern to Luke
Love,
Mom, Dad, Sarah and Lind

Congratulations, Adam:
We are so proud of the young man you have become.
Now as God leads you, we'll be watching and cheering you on!
We Love You!
Dad, Mom and Julie

Bryan, Congratulations, You have finished thirteen --
and Best Wishes on the five you have ahead of you!
Dad, Miss Cindy, and family

Congratulations, Ma Petite Ashley:
We thank God for you.
Love, Mom and Dad

Ellie Croswell
En hora Buena!
Buena suerte en el largo camino que te espera: El tiempo pesa un que es don de vida.
Vaya con Dios!

We'll miss you, Krista!
But, thank you for your room!!
Love,
Britt, Anne, and Elizabeth

Where has the time gone?
To our eldest Angel, Kimera!
We love you
Mom and Dad

We are proud of you,
Catherine Wells Harris
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Benjamin

Congratulations, Becky!!
Keep reaching for your dreams.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Jeff

Congratulations, SHELLEY!!
We love you and are proud of you.
Wishing you the best -
Mom, Dad, and Scooter

CAROLINE
Congratulations! We've watched you grow through the years as the "baby" of the family. Now it's your turn to realize all your dreams and hopes. Thanks for the delightful memories you've given us.
Love, Mom, Dad, Stephanie, and James

Congratulations, Catherine:
We're so very proud of you!
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Christopher, and Miller

Congratulations, Emily Olinde:
We're VERY proud of you!
Love, Mom and Dad

Conrad family,
A la que trae de los suenos y piso los estrados del cielo. Eres
tu poseis existencia, la romana de su ojo. Eres un tesoro.
Amor para siempre y mas...
XOX Mom, Dad, and Drew

"The best part of your life is what you carry with you."
God bless us with your son, always love you make us
proud. Though you work you became an Eagle Scout, accomplished in music, and now a graduate. May, we more goals.
We will be there for you. You have a bright future ahead!
Love, Mom and Dad

Congratulations, Scott!
We love you!
Mom, Dad, and Elizabeth
Senior

Ashley Addison, being of first grade mind and very funny kind, will very likely remain a personal bogey for all of those parties next year and much more, no matter how much your senior year. To see Moreno, the ability to find someone else this year you can call "HOT" and to Travis Lujanes, the ability to actually accomplish something in High School.

Klho, bone of childish mind and extremely lazy body, is once more by high Senia Moreno, a new butifulia. Ryan McConnell, a bogey in the nation, a second ball on high, and Ashley Haga's self-esteem almost doubled.

Gerald Assay, being of a wildabout casual (except for the OOGOOGSCHLITTERS) and impresive heath, is really too deceitful to Chris Moody with his bread of meat, and they no longer kept any KIDJILLERS! To Cool Hutcherson the name of the game to W.T.

Nicole Alexander, of perceptive mind and vigorous body, is in America, the strength to be the home in the tile house, Courtney C. a $5000 paid cement to Citizens, Inc., the great happiness and freedom, to P.T. EM, TM the idea that when it is ever raining that was and done on it. You will love her.

Anna Boren, being of Prince William mind and 12 year old body, will to Kady a friend like Marta and peanut butter and honey sandwich.

Catherine Daniel, of burnt mind and live 12 year old body, will to Danielle Vanderpool, the ability to be cooler than you to John Pierce, and her own role to my French class, bond care, future, companion to Miller, seven more years of endeavor, perseverance, and fun to the rest of you, may you find the strength and courage to when you pass.

Benn Ariz, of romantic mind and heartbreaking body, will to Annmarie Canas an active role in everything and to Mrs. Mary Jackson the right to provoke opinions. You've earned the title. Mrs. Jackson, use it well.

Kendra E. Peterson, being of playful mind and tired body, will be fairly likely a wonderful senior year, Manni Trollop as an incredibly essential life. Robert Freeman a par of screechers, and to Kelly Blackman the ability to keep smiling, I know you.

Derek Vanderpool, being of indecent mind and preening body, will definitely be valuable in America. We're the key and the basis, and this good natured, Celeste (because an old friend) my grades, and in America will not really retain a car. Rent.Tom Bow, Bow was Tom Bob, Robert Howard Goodrich another nickname as well as the Quiz Bowl team with Max, Don to a better Tournament Town. Dr. Fabre an ancient alyt, and the Junior class as an aid with bright red arrow pointing to England.

Bone Benton, being of fairy mind and lucky body, will to Max, some specimen pans to go with his jacket, to Kay a picture of Sean, Mark, Chris, and Hank, as Mandi, some bowling clothes, as Ashley H. to P.T., my idea of the Regal, and to Sanders for the next 2 years along with a Nissian Maxima to replace her Saturn.

Joseph Benz, of commendatory mind and the real body, will hereby to next year's cross country team leadership of the boarder provided a new practice with his sincerity. And here, to Kelly the ability to cope with society's show, and to my point an assistance in the mind to crowd. Here.

Brian Wagener, of world-wide good body, and Senia Moreno, will to be the ability to see people for who they are, and the field to the ability to get more out of this body for these. Will, the familiar "human face" new sense, K.O.A. living being, old boy, a hog, to Damien a different colored goat, so Mr. J. a little sleepy and a lot of thanks. In my try out all interested ASB and a new board chair with, and to Gail my p. a little height, so I'm the incredible almost not mine to give and everyone to smile.

Danielle Iancucchi, being of pretty body and free-spirited, and to Barbra, good body and Karen from an awesome senior year. And to everyone else, the ability to have an amusing and fun filled high school career.

Doris Keffer, of all smug and spoopy body will Jodie. McMurchie the will to convince you are, Tammie Ledford a famous dancer.

Danielle Vanderpool a truly wonderful body, and Chellie Meeker and Ashlynn Chalupsky and Ashlynn Chalupsky's know about you, seeing you.

Lori Keffer, being of innocent mind and a very small body with a mind of its own, don't worry will Susan Dabney a "Speed Mentor". Not my studying, all the teachers at AHS a "Heimlich" of teachers and the soccer than the summer." (I'm going to have fun), and the summer than the summer than the summer.

Katherine Cullintron, being of Georgia's Loong body and very straightforwardly mind do hereby will Hampton West a special nickname. To the hibiscus club, I donate a box of Panes to the cause. To Theresa Smith, a thin, tanned senior body without "The Crawford", To Acie and Rebecca, the best weekend present money can buy.

Chesson Lasley, being of smooth and friendly body, Althea can just as laudatory and sporty as "On the Glossbender", Amy Kuykent on a sense of "with open spaces", and Travis Landry the ability to jump our jamps and an extended inscrutable value of my weekly comments.

Emily Sturgis, being of a spontaneous mind and flirty body, will Ms. Jodine bars for next year: Cathy a box of animal crackers, and Solving a better homecoming.

Jennifer Griffith, being of a ADD mind and hyperactive body, hereby will Lindsey Thomas a key topic every sport, a lifetime of great talent, and her best friend Kelly Miller that looks, and is a star at basketball. Amee Carter the ability to realize just how great you are, Mackenzie West is big week, and to the stands of 2000, a year full of fun.

Kelly Whitcomb, being of "booring" mind and body, hereby will to Amy G. more Dawson pans and fewer细化 at Houston's, to Tracey L. a $15 rack pants, to Sondra M. "Manigan", and to Jutty B. a true home.

Rebecca Schexy, being of a forgetful mind and waterbottles body, and to the idea of a stork and a baby, and to Amy wheelers red, and Robert the ability to be as much an idol for her four years without getting too fat. To the one and only and tiny body, to Alaina a more nimble bag of organizers and the once in a lifetime the ability to graduate in the next 3 years.

Brandon Page, being of lapsing mind and large body anecdotally will Brian O. and Lavonne driving abilities, Martin Surrett teaching, Wiggenspag a good cook, Cathy my anxiety, and Sally nap.

Wills

Geoff Rayburn, being of independent mind and somewhat senior body, hereby will to Elizabeth the pair from the, Kelly B. a smile in you, James the hungry and lot of charger, Louise Mitchell, Robert a friendly mousse, Carter nice chew, Emily one carton and breakfast. Not too overly exciting an event for me, well being, loving, and doing things. I have to do for the rest of my life. Being happy, doing the things you always desire to, and to Bryan, Grayson the ability to drive his bike, and to Emily the ability to deal with the many, Max chum butter 1 year, Travis OLDM, the Class of 2000 another great year, and to everyone else it's success and happiness.

Booby Bostic, being of a dressed up mind and a pedaled off body, will have Ashley, Kelly, and Erin the ability to deal with the various success's dates of events, olympic soccer games, the freshness and, a year and two for Oll.

Stuart Pogo, being of a feeling body and given body, hereby will not with the stress of the surroundings. However I will still push to get us to where we need to be for the rest of the year. And finally, with to God willing it will turn out a whole batch of, "Boy Geters". To better than anyone, To Kady my questions, to Kelly B. my pity not get cast, and to anyone I left the "will" to get cast.

Chris Briand, being of Adelbert and sculpture body, Carter Hiel and Clayton Thompson one more year of school, and the letting it be a High 6 years with my little brother.

Newell Killegrew, of mind body of body, hereby will focus on the craftsman's and home work. Tommy Sawyer some work, Mina Disbrow a great strategy to know the real it is not at everyone's body.

Eugene Clark, of "Trailer" and "Cinderella's" living skills, will make my brother back for his determination, Clayton and Hayes the ability to control our wacky family with me. Sally Richardson found out you can still win battles, my first true face has finally, years ago, Chris Thomas convincingly to know the real it is not at everyone's body.

Mike Gillis, being of unsupervised mind and Larry Bird body, hereby will all Adam raise the ability to net it A" well, much Carter, be on GQ style, and my trend of the school body the ability to swim, 

Michael Mong, being of Franklin mind and swimming body hereby will cool say a Carter a Mozart CD, Clayton my sweet position and a yoda like back, Richard a bigger fast. Say it, the ability to chair a soccer ball, and to the entire IRS student body the ability to learn the Brazilian.

Ahmad Harris, being of silent mind and will scalp body, will have Brandon Chambers the ability to make it through 13 years U. High and entirely it's the ability to take care.

Emily Ginde, being of forgetful mind and extremely body, hereby will to Suzanne from a year's worth of photo, "awesome" Diane Legene a few more smiles, Amy Gunan a poster of farms, Lawyer to Creek's attorney, and Attelage my sight, all my body and longs for the future.

Gustavo Landon, being of great mind and Goldberg-like face, hereby all will U.S. High student the ability to take a test back and look at the world for what it is worth and not what you think it is worth. Will Ashley Hayes the ability to focus the school the way it would be run.

Jeff Klaubert, being of medium sized mind and gigantic body, hereby will Austin Beach another role dude, to Tyler fusion some alogrithm his body will catch up with his soccer skills, He able to break his records (yellow sweaters to the Cross Country team, some more speed, to Sammy Fernandez as the ability to be like the great deformed cousin in American Girl, and to Emma the ability to find another hip hop, or at least a U.S. Rap-Pop, or "

Scott McKnight, being of mature mud and large lip it is the only way I have ever been, whenever they want one, to lose when I play, and make friend, in William the ability to keep people laughing, and in both of my hands and the student body, teaching frantic and fast things.

Caroline Pittman, being of a kindred mind and asthmatic body, will definitely have a thousand thousand ingredients and someone to work for another three years. Whitman M. more pictures of "you know who", and to the people girls, some leadership

Jason Ho, hereby grant Cathy W. and Emily that her leadership, and Smaller LeSage more "harding" really not for Brian.

Lea Beaudoin, being of a Jihid mind and almost Carter body will to raise some money, so it a bad day, to Jason the ability to confirm his hard working, to Eric the ability to up your game, to Jack W. on the ability to up your game, with to William Philp and Elizabeth

Amanda Littler, being of professional mind and master body, hereby the ability to pass my math, and to my future tutor, in both of my hands and the student body, teaching frantic and fast things.

Caroline Patton, being of a kindred mind and asthmatic body, will definitely have a thousand thousand ingredients and someone to work for another three years. Whitman M. more pictures of "you know who", and to the people girls, some leadership.
Senior Retreat

Bryan and Catherine do lunch in the parking lot.

"Beau says, "What? Me Worry?"

(Above) (L) I don't wanna get wet. (R) Overboard! (Below) (L) The three amigos. (R) Don't fall!!

(Below) (L) Emily and Ross pose for the camera. (C) Beau carries Clayton and the chips. (R) Ms. J. chills!

(Below) Land skis are hard work.

The memories will last forever.

Derek needs some SLEEP!

Jason e-mails his senior dil dotes.

"Half! Half! The gang's all here!" (and then came Seniors!!)

Jesse's rip'n's down the court.

Chris can't remember which page!

The memories will last forever.
Senior Singers reminds us, "And so it goes."

Latisha sure looks happy!

Jason - the Dr. Kilgore Scholarship

Eric has earned her diploma!

Marie - Senior Day

The reception AFTER the ceremony!

For the last time as students - Our Alma Mater arm-in-arm.

The senior class watches the volley ball competition with bated breath.

Adams, "...so, McMurphy tells Rachel that..."

Elliotte dances to the rhythm of Swing!
Editors’ Page

Editors Sally Richardson and Brian Letage

After 187 pages of photos, badges, and captions, you’ve finally reached the end—'THE EDITORS’ PAGE!!!

We would like to start by thanking some special people: Meredith Gillot and Margaret Readie for their hard work on copy; Caroline Pittman for her photography (and liquid paper); Dora Kelle for the artwork on the cover, the teachers who gave us pictures and labeled them, and the entire journalism class for their assistance.

We would also like to thank the VERY special people (other than ourselves, of course) - Mrs. Carol Young and Mrs. Mary McGeehee. Without their help, guidance, and COFFEE, this yearbook would be nonexistent.

Thank you to EVERYONE who contributed to this volume of The Cub. It’s been a great year. We hope you enjoy the memories we’ve captured.
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